
Ann Deck Solutions LLC achieves carbon net
neutrality through Net Zero Analysis Climate
Change action program

Ann Deck, CEO of Ann Deck Solutions

Ann Deck Solutions seeks to help other
companies learn what their carbon
footprint is and how to implement cost-
effective ways to reduce it.

BOSTON, MA, US, February 18, 2020
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Net Zero Analysis
& Design Corp. is pleased to announce
that Ann Deck Solutions, LLC (ADS) of
Boston, MA has become an Entrex
Carbon Market member and has
pledged to offset the company’s
carbon footprint.The company’s goal is
to maintain carbon neutrality through
2020 and beyond.

“Many businesses and governments
are moving towards smart resource
use for a new model of growth. My
team has a huge interest in helping
organizations learn what their carbon
footprints are and implement a cost-
effective way to meet their carbon-
reduction obligations,” said Ann Deck,
Owner and Founder of ADS. “With
solutions available through NZA and
the Entrex Carbon Market, we can stop jeopardizing all life on this planet.”

“Leveraging our qualifications as ISO14000 and 14001 – 2015 International Auditors, our
expertise in carbon footprint calculation, we are working with ADS to guide them through
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gathering relevant data concerning their operations, and to
determine both their immediate and future carbon-
reduction goals,” explained George Sullivan, CEO of Net
Zero Analysis. “Applying our web-based Carbon Footprint
Calculator to Ann Deck’s energy-use data was our first
step. We then developed a Carbon Replacement and
Energy Efficiency Plan to tackle the companies concerns
with future carbon mitigation. Ann’s concern with how
climate change action impacts the financial services sector
ensures she will continue to lead in the marketplace.”

Stephen Watkins, CEO of the Entrex Carbon Market added,
“The combination of Net Zero’s international carbon

footprint calculator, and the Entrex platform gives climate-concerned companies a user-friendly
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way to navigate a rigorous carbon-neutrality verification process and to receive assigned and
retired regulatory compliant carbon offset securities. Carbon offsetting is an important prong in
an organization’s climate action goals, whether that’s to offset 10% or 100% of its carbon
footprint. It’s great to have Ann Deck Solutions on board as one of the Entrex Carbon Market
Members.”

About Ann Deck Solutions, LLC:
Ann Deck has over 20 years of experience as an Investor, Advisor for Sustainable Energy, and
Merchant Processing industry. She has traveled the world educating business owners on their
finances, credit card processing, and changing technology demands. Ann has built a vast
network of relationships in businesses and organizations globally, which allows her to tap into
those resources and pair up the right partners at the right time, problem solving from a unique
perspective to create end-to-end complex solutions and connecting the right people and
technologies to make it happen. www.anndecksolutions.com

About Net Zero Analysis:
Net Zero Analysis & Design Corporation was founded to offer pricing transparency in the
marketplace, additional carbon-reduction financing, and to increase carbon offset project
viability by connecting to newly accessible market mechanisms created by the Paris Accord, as
well as to connect carbon offset product purchasers with the most appropriate sources for
certified UNFCCC-compliant products. NZA’s founders represent a wealth of experience in
engineering, architecture, building science, energy efficiency, renewable energy, professional
education, and real estate matters, as well as a solid grasp of market trends, UNFCCC
methodologies, and changes in regulations. www.netzeroanalysis.com

About Entrex:
The Entrex Carbon Market, majority owned by Entrex’s public holding company, was founded to
offer corporate entities a place to buy, sell and retire Carbon Offsets across a regulatory-
compliant trading platform. The Entrex Carbon Market’s intellectual properties and blockchain-
enabled technologies are licensed from the Entrex Holding Company, which has built and
proven its IBM’s Domino and Hyperledger technology platforms over 19 years. Entrex partners
and licenses various niche-oriented alternative trading platforms, building global markets to
trade niche private securities. www.entrexcarbonmarket.com

For further information:	
Ann Deck	Ann Deck Solutions, LLC	(781) 858-7788
anndeck@anndecksolutions.com

George Sullivan gds@netzeroanalysis.com

Net Zero Analysis	
(773) 230-4462

Stephen H. Watkins	
Entrex Carbon Market	
(561) 465- 7580
info@EntrexCarbonMarket.com
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